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 Bear along with this plan; the stage is set in Santa 

Fe for the traditional Indian market to draw the crowds. 

Over at St. Francis auditorium, the program adds a Native 

American to play the score for the woodwinds with hand-

carved flutes. 

 Further to see, Native American arts and jewelry 

booths blocked streets leading to the concerts. Food stands 

seized the bank’s parking across from the St. Francis. Corn 

shuck and bread dough fumes spread, far removed from air-

sponged supermarket bakeries. And in and around and over 

the asphalt, the toddlers and the kids and the teens milled 

underneath assorted bloods and nations and roots with arms 

upraised in thunderbird wing position to gnaw on roasted 

corn ears. 

 Rest assured, I was not going to eat any Navajo bread, 

or snap any photographs of the dark-skinned babies plopped 

down on the tar-coated earth to eat paleface ice cream 

cones. No turquoise ring or sterling belt buckle tempted 

this old cowboy to repay for his greatest of great-

grandpa’s land policy. (Red man furnishs the land; white 

man invents the deed.) Whether the couple from New 

Hampshire afforded $2500 for fire-glazed pottery or a 



turquoise necklace, or 25 grand for a silver buckle, 

mattered not. 

 On the pass through the feasting ground, the way 

natives and visitors alike shelled corn and ate Navajo 

bread by the mouthfuls aroused suspicion that the trend 

pointed toward vegetarianism. It caused me to wonder 

whether a reaction continued against the end of the humped 

cattle – the buffalo. All the fierce kernel attacks made 

dental imprints seem like an exercise to sculpt putty clay. 

 Indian market days required a costume change to 

brighter bowties. Topped by a straw hat with a rolled 

three-inch brim, not even the desperate music hustlers 

around the plaza wasted a pitch. 

 The Native Americans, I suspect, connected the bowtie 

to a crusader, or a trick to gain attention. The big hat 

made the Indians and the musicians uncertain whether I 

might be an old time cowhand already so broke from buying 

liquid goods he’s out of dough. (No versions of “Cowboys 

and Indians” games exist among the tribes.) 

 My pal shopped alone in the markets for holiday 

ornaments and bead trinkets for the grandchildren. She 

visits the native ladies, learns where they live and how 

far they have to travel to come to Santa Fe. She always has 

a report of a nice lady she met from such and such tribe. 



 Once in Alaska, for example, she and a lady on 

Vancouver Island discussed at length the common language 

roots between the Navajos and the northwestern tribes. 

Comes back so clear because the evening we left Vancouver 

City, the newscaster commented on the coincidence that 

“kayak and “canoe” both were five-letter words. 

 Had they ever allowed an opening, I’d always been 

curious about the origins of Native American words like 

papooses, teepees, and Great White Father. But for all I 

learned from those two, it would have been better to row 

across the inlet to the totems where, the guide claimed, 

“the People sailed to ask questions from the Spirits.” 

 The space used so far to cover this seems deceptive 

projected to actual time. The round through the parking lot 

probably took 20 minutes to weave and duck under all those 

corn eaters’ elbows. The goal of the whole walk was to find 

a route to the public library that skirted the most 

congestion in the plaza and main streets. 

 Further along the way, costumed natives danced to 

deter progress around a crowded bandstand and paraded 

costumed children in chalk faces and red and blue body 

parts to do fan-feathered hoop-ala shod in Wal-Mart tennis 

shoes. One native youngster croaked with emotion after his 

performance profiled racial brotherhood. Big ol’ Momma from 



a back seat gave more reason to flee toward the library 

with a bellowed “Gawd bless you, Honey Chile. Here’s a 

twenty-dollah bill …. Ah could just kiss your little old 

Injun cheeks to death.” 

 Once at the library, librarians and the few patrons 

read in peace. Strict dark oak chairs stood against light 

varnished tables. The poetry section shelved a copy of John 

Updike’s last collection. Next contact was the announcement 

“Time’s up.” 

 Concert tickets were free and unreserved on Indian 

Market weekend. We met early down in the front section at 

St. Francis. The Navajo musician and composer Carlos Nakai 

performed on a flute with a woodwind quintet. Bear dance, 

water music, corn grinding, and talking god — a mystery to 

go deep in the insides to ponder how this Navajo music 

links to seventeenth century French. 

 Hard mountain rains and no transportation delayed 

dinner. One bartender at the Sheraton Hotel came to the 

rescue, juggling food orders for a roomful of wet people. 

Our holiday exuberance and desert origins peaked on the way 

back to the inn, splashed by traffic and drenched by the 

storm. 


